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SEL (Social Emotional Learning) 
Lesson Plan 

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 
 
Weekly Standards:  Caring  
 
Objective:   
The students will: 
1) Generate a list of five “caring words” and “caring actions” to demonstrate caring. 
   
2) Identify ways to show caring through words or deeds to someone in his or her family, 

neighborhood, or school. Give an example in a one paragraph outline using 1-5 sentences. 
(Make sure to use correct spelling, capitalization, grammar, and sentence structure).  

 
Note: Please complete the written section under each bolded and underline section after you 
copy and paste this lesson in Google Docs or MSWord so you will be able to type within the 
document your answers and save the completed lesson in the format: Your full 
Name_Caring1_42220. 

 
3) Watch a video on, “ways to show someone you care 

a) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_SYSi499Qk 
b) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lta7oRwfH4Q 

 
Question:  What are some of the ways we can show that we care for others? 
 
Before you begin:  
Download one copy of “Who Cares” I Do! Activity sheet found on the last page of this lesson 
and copy and paste it to a Google Docs or MS Word Document and complete and share it to the 
teacher’s email. 

 
Bell Ringer: 
Define caring. 
 
Student's independent lesson: 
Define synonym and antonym. 

Write synonyms and antonyms that depict caring. 
 



Small Group/Differentiation: Students that are struggling with the lesson will be able to 
chat with the teacher via Zoom or Google chat or through email at sdcaldwe46@gmail.com or 
scaldwell@garycsc.k12.in.us . 
 
 
Closure / Exit Ticket: 
Students will draw a picture depicting caring, student will take a picture or screenshot of the 
picture and upload it as an attachment to the teacher’s email.  

 
Evaluation  
Students will write a one-page descriptive essay on identifying a caring individual in their 
community or family using Google docs or MS Word. 
Friday, Mastery of 70% or above. 
  



“Who Cares? I Do!”  
Activity Sheet 

 
Procedures: Copy and paste the “Who Cares? I Do! Activity sheet to a Word or Google Doc. 
Complete and save the entire lesson as example: Your Full Name_Caring1_42220 and send the lesson as 
an attachment to your teacher. 
 
Name_____________________________ Class_________ Date _________________________  
 
Reminder: Caring means to feel concern or interest; to have a sense of responsibility; or to  
provide assistance (as to care for someone who is ill). Who Cares? I Do! What could you say and do in 
these situations to let someone know that you care?  
 
Your sister’s team won the championship  

Say: _________________________________________________________________________  

Do: __________________________________________________________________________  

Your friend’s family adopted a new puppy  

Say: _________________________________________________________________________ 

Do: __________________________________________________________________________ 

Your brother got a bad grade 

Say__________________________________________________________________________ 

Do: __________________________________________________________________________ 

Your teacher got engaged to be married  

Say: _________________________________________________________________________ 

Do:__________________________________________________________________________ 

Your elderly neighbor broke her arm 

Say:__________________________________________________________________________ 

Do: _________________________________________________________________________ 

Thought of the Day: The time is always ripe for doing right. — Martin Luther King, Jr., minister, political 
activist, and civil-rights leader. 
 


